tainment and competition. Whatever he did, he wanted to be the best and normally succeeded. Talent came naturally to Paul. He could play football as well with either foot, write and drill as well with either hand. He was the big personality, the comedian and the life and soul of the Class of '93.
Another of Paul's qualities was a loyalty to the underdog. His staff recount many tales of his generosity to those he deemed to be less fortunate. This unique quality is reflected in the many letters received, telling of his generosity and kindness.
I had the privilege of sharing digs with Paul for his student days. I'll remember Paul, during those formative years, for his loyalty, generosity, friendship and most of all, for the laughter. Pop didn't perform even the most simple of tasks without having all around him in stitches. Living with him was a real-life sitcom.
His patients, colleagues, classmates, friends and staff sorely miss Paul. The people hurting most however, are his loved ones: his father John, mother Margaret, his brothers John, Karl and Kevin, his girlfriend Michelle and his close family members. The O'Preys still mourn the loss of Paul's brother Patrick in 1987, just 14 years old at the time.
Pop, you'll never be forgotten -your memory lives forever. During his chairmanship of the LDC Mike oversaw the start of the new contract in the early 1990s. He was a major player in setting up the Out of Hours service in the area. He was proud of the structure of the service and always referred to it as a 'Rolls-Royce Service' .
Mike became the first dental member of Neath Port Talbot LHB and was its first Clinical Governance Lead. He was well respected in LHB circles and this has contributed in no small measure to the excellent relationship that exists between that LHB and the profession locally.
Mike was a larger than life character with a wicked sense of humour. Those who knew him were always struck by his optimistic approach to everything that was put before him, particularly when his clinical career was cut short in 1999 following an horrific accidental eye injury and further to that in 2004 when he was diagnosed with a malignant tumour. He bore the subsequent surgery and numerous chemotherapy treatments without complaint and with unbelievable optimism until his final days.
Despite all this Mike's passing was nevertheless sudden. He was, despite his devotion of time to the profession, a loving and proud husband and father and a devoted family man. Our thoughts are with Lesley and his family and it is to them that we extend our deepest sympathies.
Roger Pratley
Mike Mills-Davies
Mike was a larger than life character with a wicked sense of humour.
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